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Colin Reid first started to exhibit with us in the late 1980’s, introduced to us by the great 
arbiter of post war craft Henry Rothschild (founder of the Primavera Gallery) and since 
then has been a regular exhibitor and we are delighted to host this second solo exhibition. 
His sculptural forms are assertive and bold. On the inside, his pieces contain a subtle 
illusion, things disappear and reappear creating a world within which transcends light  
and space. Since the 1970’s he has dedicated his artistic expression to the kiln 
formed glass process; a technical master, his refined work seems effortless; a flowing, 
unconscious act between mind and hand wherein the idea is only revealed in the final 
moment. In September 2009 Colin Reid participated in North Lands Creative Glass 
Masterclass in Lybster near Caithness. During this rare time out of the studio he was able 
to work on ideas using bolder colours and on his drive back to Stroud via Edinburgh he 
conceived this exhibition.

Christina Jansen
Director, The Scottish Gallery

Introduction

Front cover: R1549 Blue Colour Saturation with slate base. H:49 W:34 D:8 cm plus slate base.
Left: R1579 Burton Agnes piece. Cast optical crystal. H:36 W:48 D:13 cm.



work and his book pieces series was partly informed by several commissions for libraries 
but also by his love of books which permeate from room to room in his home often ending 
up in piles on the bedroom floor. He finds the association with these physical objects, 
which contain so much knowledge and often complete worlds, very satisfying. The slate 
bases used with R1582 and many of the other pieces in the exhibition provide stability to 
the slender structures allowing the opportunity to create taller constructions. Slate was 
specifically chosen for its material qualities, strength, texture, durability and colour which 
all compliment the glass. 

The ethereal qualities I have come to associate with the work are also very apparent 
in R1604 Japanese rock texture, R1605 Okra and R1607 Japan rock texture some of the 
smaller works on display in the exhibition. There is something magical in the way the 
copper patina reacts with the clarity of the optical glass in these and other works in the 
exhibition. As the late Dan Klein commented 

Colin Reid’s work has always moved forward and shown exciting development. The more he 
learns about this earth and the better he understands glass techniques, the richer his artistic 
offering becomes.1

Colin is intrigued by the unique stories historic materials, previously handled by earlier 
craftsmen, have to tell and in 2004 took advantage of scaffolding on Gloucester Cathedral 
to take casts of some of the decorative details. This fascination continues and can be seen 
in R1612 Gloucester Cathedral cast which reuses the moulds. As in all his work this piece 
captures the transparent, refractive and reflective qualities of glass which is achieved 
by his scrupulous attention to detail and the long process of firing which he sees as just 
the beginning of the development of the work. The cold working processes of grinding, 
sandblasting and polishing complete the procedure. He has said 

The quality I am after is elusive, impossible to describe, but I know it when I see it. 
The technical and artistic ability so evident in this exhibition of Colin’s work is 

testament to his deserved reputation as one of the most important glass makers of  
his time.

Rose Watban
Senior Curator Applied Art and Design
Department of Scotland and Europe
National Museums Scotland

1 Artists in Glass: Late 20th Century Masters in Glass. Dan Klein 2001

Colin Reid is justly acclaimed as a pioneer of kiln cast glass, mastering his technique over 
a number of years he has successfully created objects from small scale sculpture to large 
scale public art commissions. It is therefore no surprise that the work presented in this 
show demonstrates Colin’s technical prowess combined with his extraordinary ability to 
animate his work through the use of colour and form.

Colin had been thinking about the use of colour in his work for the past few years  
and applied to the Arts Council of England for a grant to research colour in cast glass.  
As part of this research he participated in the masterclass, Layering Colour Pigments, with 
the architectural glass artist and master of colour Udo Zembok at Northlands Creative 
Glass in Lybster, Caithness in 2009. Colin felt reconnected with his early work from 
the 1970s when he experimented with float glass and glass enamels as a student of 
Keith Cummings at Stourbridge School of Art. The masterclass led to a desire to further 
experiment with colour and create new work which would embody the concept of his 
experimentations while relating to his previous work. This successful combination is 
displayed in the exhibition. 

On the way home from Northlands Colin thought about what his response to the 
theme of the masterclass might be and made R1569 Colour Saturation Box which he says 
was inspired by the desire to try something new and by some of the landscape he had 
noticed whilst driving between Edinburgh and Cumbria. This box and R1602 Red Colour 
Saturation piece with slate base and R1549 Blue Colour Saturation with slate base are perfect 
manifestations of this thought process and experimentation. While the sculptural strength 
of these pieces relate to the other work in the exhibition the vibrant colours at first seem a 
departure from the cooler more subtle turquoises, greens and yellows that one associates 
with the artist’s work, Colin admits that the warm strong red was a novelty in his working 
environment however he had been toying with the idea of reintroducing more vibrant 
colour into his work for some time. This experimentation into colour did not end with 
the Colour Saturation work, R1610 Black and Purple cast glass with slate base is a stunning 
sculptural form of smoky black glass which gives way to tones of purple depending on the 
way the work is lit. 

In 2010 Colin was the winner of The Peoples Prize at the 2010 British Glass Biennale with 
Still Life With Books # R1481, and a major piece in the exhibition is R1582 Still Life With 
Books which Colin considers to be one of his most pleasing book pieces. After some years 
working with nature as an inspiration Colin started introducing everyday objects into his 
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R1610 Black and Purple. Cast glass with slate base. H:52.5 W:46 D:6 cm plus slate base.



R1582 Still Life With Books. Cast optical crystal with copper patina and slate base. 
H:63 W:42 D:14 cm plus slate base.



R1602 Red Colour Saturation piece with slate base. H:61.5 W:35 D:8 cm plus slate base.



R1605 Okra. Cast optical crystal with copper patina. H:15 W:37 D:10 cm.R1607 Japan rock texture. Cast optical crystal with copper patina. H:22 W:33 D:8 cm.



R1604 Japanese rock texture. Cast optical crystal with copper patina. H: 37 W:13 D:9 cm.



R1612 Gloucester Cathedral cast. Optical crystal with copper patina. H:54 W:17 D:12.5 cm.
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